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G. Birkhoff<D has proved that if in a lattice L a dimension function
is defined, _then L is a modular lattice. And J. v. Neumann<2>says that
if in a complemented continuous lattice L a unique dimension function
which has some particular properties is defined, then L is a continuous
geometry. These are remarkable facts, which show that the dimension
function restricts the structure of the lattice.
In the present paper I investigate this problem in a general way.
Let L be a lattice, and a real valued function ¢(a) be defined for all
a EL; thus we may say that ¢(a) is a lattice function. The properties
of this lattice function ¢(a) may be given in the following way:
( i) ¢(a) is additive when
¢(avb)+¢(allb)=¢(a}+¢(b).
(ii)

. '

-''.it<:

¢(a) is completely additive when
¢(~(ai; i=l, 2, .•.. )) =~¢(ai)

•

for any independent system (ai; i = 1, 2, ....).
(iii) ¢(a} is non-decreasing when

a<b implies ¢(a)<¢(b).
(iv) ¢(a} is increasing when

a<b implies ¢(a)<¢(b).
I first investigate the relations between the increasing and the
non-decreasing properties of the additive function ¢(a) and the struc(1) G. Birkhoff' [1], 744. The numbers in square brackets refer to the list given
at the end of this paper.
(2) J. v. Neumann [1], 99.
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ture of L. If ¢(a) is increasing, then L is modular, and Lis a metric
space with respect to the distance o(a, b)=¢(avb)-¢(af"\b). When
¢(a) is non-decreasing, I consider the system of equivalence classes.
When o(a, b) = 0, we write a=b, and denote by A,. the class of all elements
x such that x=a. Then the system (A,.; a e L) is a modular lattice in
which an increasing additive lattice function is defined.
Next I investigate the relation between the complete additivity of
the lattice function and the structure of the lattice. The following
properties of the lattice :
fl(aivb; i=l, 2, ... . )=fl(ai; i=l, 2, ... .) vb

when a1>a2> · · · · >ai> · · · ·,
and

L}(ai~b; i=l, 2, .... )=~(ai; i=l, 2, ... .)r-.b

when a1 < a:i < · · · ·<a.<· · · ·
are closely connected with the complete additivity of the lattice function.
Lastly I investigate the relation between the completeness of L
with respect to the metric o(a, b)=¢(avb)-¢(ar-.b) and the structure
of L. If L is an irreducible complemented ~ 1-lattice, then L is a continuous geometry when, and only when, L is complete with respect to
the metric o(a, b).

I. First I shall give axioms and definitions concerning the lattice.<1>
Let a cl~s L of elements a, b; c, . . . . be partially ordered, that is,
a relation a<b (written equivalently b>a) holds good for certain pairs
of elements of L in such a way that
U1) Never is a<a;
(12) a< b, b < c together imply a< c.
We write a<b when a<b or a=b.
If ~ is a (finite or infinite) cardinal number, then we say that L
is an ~-lattice if the following axiom holds good:
(II1) For every set SC L of power < ~ there is an element
~ (S) in L which is a least upper bound or join of S, i. e.
(a) L} (S) > a for every a e S,
(b) x > a for every a e S implies x > L} (S).
(1) For details, cf. J. v. Neumann [1], 94-96; [3], 1-3; [6], 5-6.
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For every set SC L of power < ~ there is an element ll(S)
in L which is a greatest lower bound or meet of S, i. e.
(a) ll(S) < a for every a e S,
(b) x<a for every aeS implies x<ll(S).
When S=(a, b), we write ~(S)=aub, fl(S)=arib. If ~>
power of L, then the ~-lattice is called a. c.ontinuous,.Za.ttice.
In an ~i-lattice L, we can introduce a limit of the sequence (ai;
i=l, 2, .... ) as follows: ·
(112)

~.!!!1 a,=n(~(ai; i=p, p+1, .. ..) ; p=l, 2, ....) ,
!,.imai==~(n(ai;i=p,p+1, .... ); p=l,2, .... ).
i--

Of course,
If Lim ai=Lim ai=a, then we say that (a.; i=l, 2, .... ) converges to
i-.OO

i➔ao

a, and we write
Lim a.=a.
i-►00

.Especially if a1 > ~ > · · · ·> a.> · · · · , then
Lim ai=ll(a.; i=l, 2, .... ) ,
and if ai<~<·

00

·--

·<ai<····, then
Lim ai=~(a.; i=l. 2, ....) .

·--

If an ~-lattice L satisfies the following axiom, then we say that
L is a compurmented ~-lattice.
(III) For any three elements a, b, c, such that a< b < c, there
exists an element x such that

bux=c,

br"\x=a.

If an ~-lattice L satisfies the following axiom, then we say that

L is a modiuar ~-lattice.

(IV)

a<c implies (aub)nc=au(bric).

In an l/(-lattice L, if there exist elements O and 1 such that
o<a<l for all aeL,
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then we call O and 1 zero and unit elements respectively. In a continuous lattice the zero and unit elements always exist, i.e.
O=ll(L);

1=2J(L).

In a complemented ~-lattice with the zero element, the element x
which satisfies
af"'lx=O,
avx=b,
is called the inverse of a in b. Especially when b= 1, x is called the
inverse of a.
If an ~-lattice L with zero and unit elements satisfies the following axiom, then we say that L is an irreducible ~-lattice.
(V) If a has a unique inverse, then a is either O or 1.
In an ~-lattice L with the zero element, let (a.,; a EI) be a subset
of L of power <K If
2J(a.,; aEJ)1"'12J(a.,; 11EK)=O

for every pair of non-intersecting subsets J, K, of I, then we say that
(a.,; aEI) is independent, and we write (a.,; aEl) ..L.

2. If to any element a of an ~-lattice L there corresponds a real
number ¢(a), then we call ¢(a) a lattwe function.
If ¢(a) satisfies the following relation
¢(avb)+¢(ar.b)=¢(a)+¢(b),
then we say that ¢(a) is additive.
If

a<c implies ¢(a)<¢(c),

then we say that ¢(a) is non-decreasing; and if
a<c implies ¢(a)<¢(c),
then we say that ¢(a) is increasing.
THEOREM 2·1. If an increasing additive function ¢(a) is defined
in an ~ 0-lattice L, then L is modular.
PROOF. <I) When a< c, it is evident that

(avb) r'\c> av(br-,c).
(1) This proof is due to G. Birkhoff [1], 744,
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<P[(avb)nc]=<jJ(avb)+<P(c)-<jJ(avbvc)
=¢(a)+<P(6)-<P(ar-. b) +¢(c)-<P(bvc)
=<jJ(a)-<jJ(ar'I bf+<P(bn~) · --~ ( c..§:~ ➔

Ct·- C\rl

e.).

=<jJ(a)-<jJ[ar'I (b r'lc)J + <jJ(b r-. c)= ¢[av (bn c)J.

Hence, by the increasing property of ¢(a), we have

(a vb) r'lc=a v (b'W c).

"

LEMMA 2·1. When a non-decreasing additive function <jJ(a) is defined in an ~ 0-lattice L, put o(a, b)=<jJ(avb)-<jJ(ar'lb). Then
o(a, c)<a(a, b)+o(b, c).

PROOF.

o(a, b)+o(b, c)-o(a, c)
=¢(av b)-¢(a n b) +<P(bvc)-<P(b nc)
-<P(avc)+<P(ar'lc)

= 2{ ¢(b) +<P(an c)-<jJ(a r'I b)-<jJ(b r'I c)}
=2{¢[bv(anc)]-<P[(ar'1b) v(bnc)]} >o

)

, bv'{cthc)>(anb)v(bnc).

for

THEOREM 2·2. If an increasing additive function ¢(a) is defined
in an ~ 0-lattice L, then Lis a metric space with the distance o(a, b).<0
PROOF. By the definition of o(a, b) we have

(i)

o(a, b)=o(b, a);

and by the increasing property of ¢(a) we have

(ii)

o(a, b)=O

when, and only when,

a=b;

and by Lemma 2·1 we have
(iii)

o(a, c) > o(a, b)+o(b, c).

Hence o(a, b) defines a metric in L.
Theorems 2·1 and 2·2 show that when <P(a) is increasing, then L
(1) J. v. Neumann introduced the metric a(a, b)=D(a vb)-D(ar-b) into continuous
geometry. (Cf. J. v. Neumann [2], 106.)
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is modular and metric. In the next section I shall investigate the case
where ¢(a) is non-decreasing.
3. Let L be a complemented ~ 0-lattice with the zero element.
In L a non-decreasing additive function ¢(a) is defined.m When
a(a, b) = 0, we write a=b.

3·1. The relation = is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
By definition, = is reflexive and symmetric. By Lemma
2·1, if a=b, b=c, then a=c; that is, = is transitive.
LEMMA

PROOF.

LEMMA

3·2.

a=b when, and only when, ¢(a)=¢(b)=¢(avb)=

¢(ar'1b).
PROOF. Assume that a-b.
Then ¢(avb)=¢(al'"\b). Since
a vb >a>ar-.b, we have ¢(a vb)> ¢(a)> ¢(ar'1b). Hence ¢(a vb)=
¢(a)= ¢(a c'I b). Similarly for ¢(b). The converse assertion is evident
from the definition of a(a, b).
'

3·3. a=b when, and only when, there exist u, v such that
avu=buv and ¢(u)=¢(v)=¢(O).
PROOF. Sufficiency.
LEMMA

a(avu, a)=¢(avu)-¢(a)=¢(u)-¢(ar'1u).
Since

o<ac'lu<u and ¢(O)<¢(ar'1u)<¢(u),

we have

¢(O)=:t<~0u)=¢(u).

a(avu, a)=O, that is avu=a.

Hence

bvv=b. Hence, by Lemma 3·1, a-b.

Similarly
Necessity.
av b, that is,

Assume that a=b, and let u be an inverse of a in

avu=avb,
Then

ac'lu=O.

¢(aub)=¢(a)+¢(u)-¢(O).

Since, by Lemma 3·2, ¢(aub)=¢(a), we have ¢(u)=¢(O). Similarly
there exists v such that avv=avb and ¢(v)=¢(O).
LEMMA

3·4.

If a=b, a1=b1, then ava1=bvb1, ac'la1=br'lb1•

(1) In this case, ,j,(a)=¢(a)-,p(O) is also a non-decreasing additive function with
the properties: ,j,(O)=O, ,j,(a) :2; 0 for all a e L. We may use ,i,{a) instead of ¢(a).
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PROOF. By Lemma 3·3, there exist u, v, u1, vi, such): that avu=
bvv, a1vu1=b1vv~, and ¢(u)=¢(v)=¢(u1)=¢(v1)=¢(0). Then
ava1vuvu1=bvb1vvvv1. fP? 4' 1 ' ' • J) ~
A '1 ;
'f'i~

<;'

~·

J. {t .)
'¥:

Since ¢(uuu1)=¢(u)+¢(u1)-¢(unu1)=¢(0), and similarly ¢('vvv1)=
= ¢(0), by Lemma 3·3 we have

Next,
And ¢{(auu)n(a1 vu1)} =¢(auu)+¢(a1nu1)-¢{(ava1)v (uvUi)}
=¢(a)+¢(a1)-¢(aua1)=¢(ana1).
Hence

ana1=(auii)n(auu1).

Similarly

bnb1=(bvv)n(b1UV1).

Consequently
r~

· Let Aa denote the class of all elements x such that X-a, and let
2 denote the class of all Aa, a e L. Then, by Lemma 3·1, the system
(Aa; a e L) is a mutually exclusive and exhaustive partition of L into
subclasses.<1> We denote the elements of 2 by A, B, C, .... and give
the order of elements in 2 as follows : A < B means the existence of
aeA, beB with a<b. A<B means A <B, A~B.
Since ¢(a) is unique for every a e A, we denote this value by ¢(A).
If A <B, then ¢(A)< ¢(B). That is, ¢(A) is an increasing function:
defined in 2.
LEMMA 3·5. When A< B, for every a e A, be B, there exists u
such that a<buu, ¢(u):..:¢(0) and buueB.
PROOF. Since A< B, there exist a 1e A, b1e B such that a1 < bi.
Since a-ai, b=bi, by Lemma 3·3 there exist Ui, 'I.¼, vi, V2, such that .,

auu1 =a1 Vt¼, buv1 =b1 uv2, ¢(u1)=¢('1.¼)=¢(v1)=¢(v2) =¢(0).
Put ii=v1Ut¼, since ¢(v1Ut¼)=¢(0), bvu belongs to Band

a< a 1u 'I.¼< b1 u 'I.¼< bu V1 u 'I.¼= b vu .
(1) J. v. Neumann has investigated similar partitions when Lis a Boolean algebra.
(Cf. J. v. Neumann [5], 10.)
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THEOREM 3·1. If L is a complemented ~ 0-lattwe with the zero

element and ¢(a) is a non-decreasing additive f~nction defined in L,
then 2 = (A,. ; a E L) is a complemented ~ 0-lattwe with the zero element,
and ¢(A) is an increasing additive function defined in 2.
PROOF. (i) Since A< A is impossible, by the definition of <, we
need only prove that the relation < is transitive. Let A< B, B < C;
then A< B, B < C. Hence, by Lemma 3·5, there exist a EA, be B, c e C,
such that a< b, b < c. Hence a< c. Therefore A< C. Since ¢(A)<
¢(B) < </J( C), we have A< C.
(ii) Let A and B be any two elements in 2, with a e A, be B
such that A= A,., B = Ab. Then
Suppose now that C < A,., C < A 6•
there exist ai, bi, such that

And let c e C.

Then, by Lemma 3·5,

and

(1)

Consequently
Next,

Suppose that A,.< C, Ab< C. And let c e C. Then, by Lemma 3·5,
there exist u, v, such that a<cuii, b<cuv and ¢(u)=¢(v)=¢(0).
Put c1 =cuuuv; then a<c1, b<c1; and since ¢(uvv)=¢(0), c1 belongs to C. Hence au b < Ci, and Aaub < C.
(2)

Consequently we have

Thus 2 is an ~ 0 -lattice.
.(iii). In 2, Ao is the zero element. Let A, B, C, be any elements
in 2 such that A< B < C. Then, by Lemma 3·5, there exist a, b, c,
such that A= A,., B = A 6 , C = A 0 , and a< b < c. Let x be an element
such that
Then, by

d)

{}i')

and

bux=c,

brix=a.

'00,

Hen~e 2 is complemented.
(iv) The increasing property of ¢(A) follows from the definition
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of ¢(A). Next, let A, B be any two elements in .8, and let A= Aa,
B = Ab. Then, by (1) and (2), .
¢(Av B) +¢(An B) = ¢(Aaub) + ¢(Aanb) =¢(av b) + ¢(a r. b)

=¢(a)+¢(b)=¢(Aa)+¢(Bb)=¢(A)+¢(B).
Hence ¢(A) is additive.
From Theorem 3·1, when L is an ~ 0-lattice with a non-decreasing
additive function, we can convert L into an ~ 0-lattice .8 with an increasing
additive function. From Theorem 2·1 and 2·2, .8 is modular and metric.
But especially when L is distrioutive, that is,
an(bvc)=(anb)v(anc),

then .8 is also distributive.<1> For, let A=Aa, B=Ab, C=Ac,
by (i) and 00,

Then,

[I,')

Aa c'\ (Ab U Ac)= Aa c'\ Abuc = Aan(bvc) = A(anb)v(a,...c) =Aar.b V Aanc

.

. .

4-. Let L be an ~ 1-lattice with the zero element, and ¢(a) a
lattice function defined in L. If, for every finite or infinite independent
system (ai; i= 1, 2, .... ),
¢(~(ai; 1, 2, .... )) =~¢(ai),

•

(1)

then we say that ¢(a) is comp'letely additive.
THEOREM 4·1. Let a lattice function ¢(a) be defined in a complemented ~ 1-lattice L with the zero element. Then the following cond~tions (a) and ({3) are equiva'lent.
(a) ¢(a) is completely additive.
(/3) ¢(a) is additive, that is ¢(avb)+¢(anb)=¢(a)+¢(b), aw;/,":
¢(0)=0, and ¢(Limai)=lim¢(a.) when a 1 <£½<•···<a.<····.
It
i➔oo

PROOF.
we have
Hence

(i)

i~

First assume that (a) holds good.

Since (a, O) ...L,

¢(a)=¢(av0)=¢(a)+¢(0).
¢(0)=0.

(1) Lebesgue measure defined for measurable sets with finite measure belongs to
this case.
·
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To prove the additivity, let c be an inverse of a 11 b in a; that is,
(a0b)uc=a,
(a11b)0c=0.
/
/--- ---~.:::J
';;, .',' ,1.'
· \, culf=c~a11b)uf1=ttvb,

Then
and

·,,

';,,

crib={a0b)0c=O.

,

. b

Uo.. · b) v t: J · , :-:. '(). b -~

Hence, by (1), we have

{,,

I\

(J. r; ·

--, (;, i

1

,

t ·h

'> (• '

I

::c, :t, '·-,

¢(a)=¢(a11b)+¢(c) and ¢(ac.ib)=¢(c)+¢(b).
Consequently

¢(avb)+¢(ar-.b)=¢(a)+¢(b).

Next, when
let a~ be an inverse of ai in aH1; that is,

Then

(a1uai u~v · · · ·uaa11a~+1=a.:+10a~+1=0.

Hence, for any i, (ai, ai, ~. · · · ·, aD J__<l> Consequently (ai, a~,~•.... ,

a,,' . . . .)J_(2)
.
Lim ai = a1 v a~ u ~ u · · · · u a~ u · · · · •

And
Hence

i-

'

¢(1:,im ai)=¢(a1)+¢(a1
)+ ····+¢(a~)+··· ·=~im ¢(ai).
,~

i ➔ oo

•

(ii) Next assume that ({3) holds good. And let (ai; i = 1, 2, .... ) J__
Put bn=~(ai;i=l,2, .... ,n). Then b1<bi<····<bn<· .. ·,

Hence

¢(~(a.; i=l, 2, ....)) =¢(Lim b,.)=lim ¢(b,.)=t¢(ai).
n ➔ oo

n➔ oo

i-1

Consequently ¢(a) is completely additive.
THEOREM 4·2. Let a complemented ~ 1-lattice L with the zero element satisfy the following condition :

Lim(aivb)=(Lima,;)ub when a1 >a:i>····>ai>····. (2)
i----)>00

i-->oo

(1) J. v. Neumann [3], 11.
(2) J. v. Neumann [3], 12.
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If ¢(a) is complet,el,y additive function defined in L, then

¢(Lim a,)= lim ¢(a,)
·--

i--

Especially when ¢(a) is comp~t,el,y additive and non-decreasing,
then, for any sequence (a.; i=l, 2, .•••),

and if (ai; i.=1, 2, ... . ) converges, then

(4)

¢>(Lim a.)=lim ¢(a.).
"f.._

i➔co

(i) When a 1~ C£jl > · · · ·> ai > · · · · , put c = Lim a., and
let a~ be an inverse' of a, in' a.-1, That is,

·--

PROOF.

(CU an' U an-1
' V

Then

· ' • •U

'
) r'I an-1
' <
' 0 •.
an-i+l
= an-i r'I an-1=

Hence (c, a~, a~-1, ... . , a~-i) J__ for any n and i.m Therefore (c, af,
aa, ..•• 'an, . . . .)..L(2)
.
'

f

cu~(a~; n=2, 3, ....)= (Lim ai) 0~(a~; n=2, 3, .... )
i->oo

by

=Lim
{a.u~(a~; n=2, •3, .... )}
i->oo

(2)

=Lim {aiu~(a~; n=2, 3, .... , i)} =a1,
i..:,,oo

for all i.

for
00

Hence
Since

¢(a1)=¢(c)+ ~¢(a~).
·

¢(a.)+¢(aD=¢(a.-1)

n-2

(i=2, 3, .... ) ,
i

we have

¢(Lim
a.)=¢(c)=lim
{¢(ai)-n-2
~¢(a~)}=lim
¢(a.).
i.._
,.._
i.._

(ii) Next, assume that ¢(a) is non-decreasing, and let (a,; i=l,
2, •... ) be any sequence. Put

b.=~(ap; p=i, i+l, .... ) .

Then

b1> ~ > · · · ·> b. > · · · · and Lim ai = Lim bi .

(1) J. v. Neumann [3], 11.
(2) J. v. Neumann [3], 12.

·--
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Hence, by (3),
By the non-decreasing property of ¢(a), since bi> ai, we have
¢(b.) > ¢(a.) •

Hence

~im ¢(M>~m ¢(a.).

·--

Consequently,

·--

-

Similarly, from (/3) of Theorem 4·1, we have
¢(Lim ai) < lim ¢(a,;) .
t➔OO

i➔oo

When (ai; i= 1, 2, ....) converges,

¢(Lim a.)= lim ¢>(a,) .

Hence

i➔oo

.

i...:,,,oo

Since (a) and (4) are essential properties of the completely additive
function, in order to treat such a function ¢(a) in a complemented
~ 1-lattice L we must assume the condition :
Lim (a. u b) = (Lim a.).u b
i ➔oo

i-►oo

With respect to the dual condition:
Lim (ainb)=(Lim ai) r.b
i··:),00

i➔oo

we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 4·3. When a completely additi've increasing function
¢(a) is defined in a complemented ~ 1-lattice L with the zero element,
then in L there _obtains the following relation :
Lim (a. n b) = (Lim ai) n b
i-),,oO

i,-J.oo

PROOF.

When a 1 < a2 < · · · ·<a. < · · · · , since a. n b <(Lima.)("'\ b,
i➔oo

Lim (a.~b)< (Lim a.) r.b.

we have

·--

From Theorem 4·1, we have
¢>(Lim ai) =lim ¢>(ai) ,
i..:,.o::,

i➔oo

·--

(5)
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Hence
=lim ¢(lti)+¢(b)+lim ¢(a.ub)
-~

i~

= ¢(~~ a,)+¢(b)+¢(~~ (a. u

b))

=¢(~im a.)+¢(b)+¢((Lim a,:) ub) =¢((Lim a,.) f"'\b).
-~

HOO

-~

Hence, from the increasing property of ¢(a), by (5) we have
Lim (a,: rib)= (Lim a,:) f'"\ b.
i~oo

i-+oo

5. THEOREM 5.1.m If in an ~i-7,a,ttwe L an increasing additive
functi<m ¢(a) is defined, then the following two conditions (a), ({1) are
equivalent.
(a) Lis compl,ete with respect to the metrwa(a,b)=¢(aub)¢(af'"\b).
(fl) lfa1>a:i>····>a,:>···· or a1<a:i<····<a.<····, then
¢(Lim a.)= lim ¢(a.).
i~

i4'<:l0

Especially when L is a complemented ~rlattwe with the zero element, and ¢(0)=0, then (a) and ({1) are equivalent to the following (r):
(r) ¢(a) is compl,etely additive in L, and
Li~ (a,.ub)=(Lima,)ub
i-+«>

i-►oo

PROOF.

when a1>a:i>· ·:·>a.>····.

(i)<2> First assume that (a) holds good, and let
a1>a:i> ····>a.>····.

(1) From this theorem we find that the continuous geometry is complete with
respect to the metric 8(a,b)=D(avb)-D(al"\b). This fact is mentioned by· J. v.
Neumann. (Cf. J. v. Neumann [2], 107.)
(2) . The inference (a) ➔ (ft) may be stated in a slightly different form :
THEOREM. If, in an ~ 0-lattice L with zero and unit elements, an increasing additive function ,j(a) is defined, and L is complete with respect to the metric 8(a, b), then
L is an ~rlattice; and if a1 ~ a3 ~ • • • • ~a,:~ • • • • , or a 1 $ aa $ · · · · $a,:$ · · · · ,
then ,j(Lim a.•)=lim ,j(a,:).

. .~
.~ .~
~

PRooF. Let a 1 ~ a1 ~

• • • • ~ a,: ~ • • • • ; then, as above, there exists an element a
such that (3) and (4) hold good. Next, let b be any element such that b ;$ a,: for all i.
Then, by (3), a,~avb for all i. Hence ,j(a,:)~,j(avb)~,j(a). Consequently, by (4),
av b=a; that is, a;;::: b. Therefore a is effective as II(a,:; i=l, 2, ....)=Lim a,:, and, by
(4), ,j(Lima,:)=lim ,j(a,:). Since II(a,:; i=l, 2, ....) exists when a 1 ~·a1 ~••·•~a,:~····,

.~

'

'

II(a,; i=l, 2, ....) exists for any set (a,:; i=l, 2, ....). Similarly for the dual case.

-
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Since ¢(a.)> ¢(ai) > ¢(1:,im a.) when i <j, the sequence (¢(a.); i = 1,
HOO

2, ....) converges. Hence
_l~m [¢(a,)- ¢(a;)]= 0 .

.... ,~

Since a(a,, a;)=¢(a.)-¢(a;) (i<j), and L is complete, there exists
a e L, such that
(1)
lim a(a., a)= O.
i-il'oo

Now,

a(ai, a)=¢(aiua)-¢(a.0a) >¢(a)-¢(a,:na)> 0,

(2),

lim ¢(a,:na)=¢(a).

and we have

i➔ oo

When i<j, a.na~aina. Consequently (¢(aina); i=l, 2, ....) is
a monotone non-increasing sequence, and
/

<

¢(a.na) < ¢(a)

for all i.

Hence (2) is absurd unless ¢(a.na)=¢(a) for all i, that is a,na=a,
for all i.

and

a(a,:, a) =¢(a.)-¢(a),

Then, since

(4)

lim ¢(a,:)= ¢(a) .

by (1) we have

Hence, by (4),

(3)

i~

Lim a.=a, and lim ¢(a.)=¢(Lim a,).
i->oo

i-+oo

i-),oo

Similarly we can prove the case where a1 < <½ < · · · ·<a. < · · · · .
Consequently ((:1) holds good.
(ii) Next, assume that ((1) holds good. Let (a.; i=l, 2, ....) be
any sequence such that lim a(a., ai)=O. First I shall show that there
i.i~

exists a partial sequence (a,.v ; 1J = 1, 2, ....) which converges to an element a. Next I shall prove that lim J(a,, a)=O.
i~

Since
we have

a(a., a;)=¢(a.ua1)-¢(a.na1),

O< ¢(a. v ai)-<}(a,.) < a(a., a1)

,

(5)

O< ¢(a.)- ¢(a. n a;)< a(a., a1) •

(6)
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Take ni, ?½, such that
n1 < ?½

and a(an" an2)

< 21 .

After taking ni, ?½, .••• , np, take np+1 such that
n,, < np+l

Now

and a(anp ' an p +l) <
-2P1
-

.

(7).

<P(anll V anv+l V .... V anv+µ+l)-cp(anv u anv+l V .... V anv+)

= <P(anv+µ+l)-<P{(anv Vanv+l V

...

·Vanv+) nanv+µ+l}

<m(a
)-m{(a
=
Y' n.,+µ+l
Y'
n.,+1 van,,+2 G· •••Vanv+µ)nan.,+µ+l }

Proceeding in this way, we have, by (5) and (7),
¢(an • Van V +lV· ··•Vanv+µ+ 1)-cp(anV vanv+ 1 V· ·•·Van+)
II µ

1<m(a
van.,+µ+1 )-m(a
=
Y' n.,+µ
't'
n,+11)=<211+µ
•
Add these inequalities for µ=O, 1, 2, .... , 7); then
1

m(an11 va"v+l v ••••Va nv+'l/+l )-,1,{a
) < ~-.,,
Y'\ n., = ~ 211+µ •
'I/

Let 7J-.

oo ;

then, by condition ({1), we have
m(a<11>)- m(a ) <
Y'

where

Y'

"• -

__
1_
211-l '

(8)

a<•>=~(an,,; p=IJ, )J+l, .... ) .

Similarly, using (6) and (7), we have
1

<P(an)-¢(a<,>> < 211-1 '

(9)

where
By (8) and (9), we have
</J(aM)-cp(a<v)) < 2~-2 .

Hence, by condition ((3),
Lim a<v>=Lim a<11>,
v-)>oo

v-➔oa

(10)
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that is, Lim
a,. exists. Put a=Lim an. Since a<v) <a< a<v\ by (10)
v➔oo
v
v➔oo
v
we have

•

For any given positive number e, there exists an integer I such that
a(ai, ai) < e

Let v be such that 2;_ 2

< e.

for i, j

>I.

(12)

If we take np such that nv > I, p > v,

then
Hence, by (10),
a(a(v), anp) = 't'
A(a<v)) - 't'
A(anp) <
A(a(v)) <
= 't'A(a<v)) - 't'
= _1_
2v-2 •

(13)

By (11), (12), and (13), we have

when i > I. Consequently lim a(ai, a)= 0 .
i--)oo

Thus condition (a) holds good.
From (i) and (ii), (a) and (~) are equivalent.
Next we shall prove the equivalency of (fl) and (r).
(iii) Assume that (~) holds good. By Theorem 4·1, ¢(a) is completely additive. When a1 > a2 > · · · · > ai > · · · · , from the relation
¢(Lim a ..)= lim ¢(ai) we can obtain
i➔oo

i~

Lim (ai u b) = (Lim ai) u b
i➔oo

i➔oo

by the method dual to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Consequently, from (fl), (r) holds good.
(iv) ~ext assume that (r) holds good. Then, by Theorems 4·1
and 4·2, ({1) holds good.
From (iii) and (iv), (fl) and (r) are equivalent.

5·2. If, in an ~ 1-l,attice<1> L, an increasing additive
function ¢(a) is defined, and L is compl,ete with respect to the metric
THEOREM

a(a, b)=¢(aub)-¢(anb), then
(1) We may replace " ~ 1-lattice" by "~ 0-Iattice with zero and unit elements";
cf. p. 97, footnote (2).
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( i ) L is modiil,a,r ;
( ii) L is a continuous lattice ;
(iii) let !J be any Cantor ordinal number ; then in a system
(aa; a< .!J),
(a) if a< fl implies aa > a0 , then
Il((aa; a<.!J))vb=Il(aavb; a<.!J),
(b) if a<fl implies aa < a0 , then
(L;'(aa; a <.!J) )nb=~(aa nb; a<.!J).
(iv) ¢(a) is completely additive when ¢(0) = o.<D
PROOF. The modularity of L is proved in Theorem 2· l. From
Theorem 5·1, if a1>a2> · · · ·>ai> ····,or a1<~< · · · · <ai< · · · ·,
then ¢(Limai)=lim ¢(ai), Starting from this property, we can prove
i--'J>oo

i->oo

(ii) and (iii) as J. v. Neumann< 2> has done, or in a dual way.
additivity follows from Theorems 4·1 and 5·1.

Complete

THEOREM 5·3. If, in an irreducible' 3) complemented ~i-lattice'4) L,
an increasing additive function ¢(a) is defined, and L is complete with
respect to the metric a(a, b)=¢(av b)-¢(a nb), then
( i ) L is a continuous geometry ;
(ii) ¢(a) is expressed by the dimension fuction D(a) of L as
follows:
<J>!fi) -:,; o , ci7' '1 :=. .i
¢(a)=aD(a)+fl'
L~' rj
" w,,;11,,,e,l
I
U
C
where a and fl are real numbers ;
(iii) ¢(a) has a discrete bounded range or a continuous bounded
range, according as L satisfies the chain condition or not.
\

(1) Or we may say that ¢(a)-¢(0) is completely additive.
(2) J. v. Neumann [4], 164-166, Lemmas 18·5 and 18·6.
(3) Here we add a theorem which shows the relation between the irreducibility
of the lattice and the uniqueness of the lattice function.
'.IHEOREM, If, in an complemented ~.-lattice L with zero and unit elements, we
can define WY- ,,aM..__addit~ve fur,,c_t~<>'!'. . ¢(a) such that cf>(O)=a and ¢(1)=8, a, 8 being
given real numbers, then L is irreducible.
PROOF. Since '4'(a)=¢(a)-¢(O) is additive, and '4'(0)=0, we can assume, without
loss of generality, that a=0. If L,_.is.redQCible,. then there exist c, d such that c v d=l,
c ,-., d=0, and x=(x ,-.. c) v (x ,-.. d) for all x e L. Let p, q be any real numbers such that
prp(c)+qrf,(d)={i And put ¢ I (x)=prf,(x ,-.. c)+qrf,(x,..., d). - Then ¢i{O)=O, ¢1(1)=8, and qi1(a) is
additive. Hence there are many additive functions rf,(a) such that rf,(0)=0, rf,(1)=8. And
this fact contradicts the assumption.
(4) We may replace "~1-lattice" by "~.-lattice with zero and unit elements";
cf. p. 97, footnote (2).
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PROOF. (i) Complementariness and irreducibility are assumed.
Hence, by Theorem 5·2, L satisfies all the axioms of continuous
geometry. 0 >
(ii) By the increasingness of ¢(a),

¢(0) <¢(a)< ¢(1)

. for all a e L.

Hence the range of ¢(a) has either an upper bound or a lower 'bound.
Therefore, by a theorem proved by J. v. Neumann,<2>
¢(a)=aD(a)+/1.

(iii) This is evident from (ii), since the range of D(a) is ( 0,

!,.... ,

!,

1), or all real numbers between O and i,<3>

THEOREM 5·4. If L 'is a complemented '!Xi-lattice with the zero
element in which a non-decreasing additive function ¢(a)<4> 'is defined,

and

¢(Lim a)=lim ¢(ai)
i-?oo

(1)

i->oo

then 2 = (Aa ; a e L )< 5> 'is ci complemented modular continuous lattice.
which sat'isjies (iii) of Theorem 5·2, and ¢(A) is completely additive
when ¢(0)=0.
PROOF. (i) From Theorem 3·1, 2 is a complemented ~ 0-lattice
with the zero element, and ¢(A) is an increasing additive function
defined in 2.
(ii) Now I shall prove that 2 is an '!Xi-lattice and

¢{Lim Ai)= lim ¢(Ai)
i~

(2)

i-)oc)

(1) J. v. Neumann [l], 94-96; [3], 1-3.
(2) J. v. Neumann [3], 70.
(3) J. v. Neumann [l], 99 ; [3], 69.
(4) If we use a completely additive function q>(a) instead of the additive function,
then we must assume, instead of (1), the following condition :
Lim (a; v b)=(Lim a.) vb when a1 ;;:::: a2 ;;:::: • • • • ;::,- ai ;;::= • • • • •
i➔oo

i➔oo

(Cf. Theorems 4-1 and 4·2).

(5) Cf. sec. 3.

-

-

-

~
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Let A 1 <A2< ····<A,<····. Applying Lemma 3·5 successively,
we have a 1 < l¼ < · · · · < a,;< · · · · such that A,= Aa. for all i. Put
Lim ai=a. Then Ai<Aa for all i. Next, let Ab be any element in
-

-

-

-

1,

i➔oo

L such that Ai<Ab for all i. Then, by Lemma 3·5, there exist ui(i
=l, 2, .... ), such that a,;<buui and ¢{ui)=O. Hence
(3)

If we put b.. =~(bvu,;; i=l,2, .... ,n)=bu~{ui; i=l, .... ,n),
then b1 <b2 <•···<b,.<···· and Limb,.=~{h.Jui;
i=l,2, .... ).
,:...,,,,
Since ¢(~(ui; i=l,2, .... ,n))=¢(0) we have ¢(b,.)=¢(b) and
¢{Limbn)=lim¢(b,.)=¢{b). Since b<Limbn, we have b=Limb,., and
i➔oo

i

i-+oo

,+oo

i➔ oo

Lim b.. E Ab. Hence, by (3), Aa < Ab. Consequently Aa is effective as
i ➔oo

~(A,; i= 1, 2, .... ) =Lim Ai, and
i...:,.oo

¢(~im A,;) =¢(a)= ~im ¢( ai) = l_im ¢(A,) .
i.➔oo

1,...:,.00

i➔oo

Next let A1 > A 2 > ····>A,>····, and let c;(i=l, 2, ...• ) be
such that Ai=Ac.• By Lemma 3·5, there exist u;(i=l, 2, ••.. ) such
•
that cm'<ciuui and ¢(ui)=¢(0). Put a,.=c.. u~(u,; i=n, n+I, •... );
then, since ¢(~ (ui; i=n, n+ 1, .... , n+m)) = 0, we have, by (1),

¢(~(u,;; i=n, n+l, .... ))=O. Hence a.. eAn and a 1 >(¼>····
>a.. > · · · · . Put Lim ai = a. Then Ai> Aa for all i. Next, let Ab
i-->oo
be any element in 2 such that Ai> Ab for all i. By Lemma 3·5,
there exist ui (i= 1, 2, .... ) snch that b ~ ai vu. and ¢(ui) = ¢(0). Put
a~=a.. u:S(ui; i=n, n+l, .... ).

(4)

Then, as above,
Now, a~>a~> ····>a~>····; put a'=Lima~. Since a~>ai,
i...,,,,

we have

a'=Lima~>Lim a,=a.
i-.«>

i-➔oo

Since, by (1) and (4), ¢(~ima~)=~im¢{a~)=l_im¢{ai)=¢(~ima.),
i➔oo

we have
Since

i➔oo

i➔oo

a'=a.

a~>b,

we have

a'=~im a~>b.
i➔ oo

,z.--►oo
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Hence
Consequently Aa is effective as ll(Ai; i=l, 2, .... )=Lim Ai, and
i~

¢(~im Ai)= ¢(Vm ai) = ~im ¢(ai) = l_im ¢(Ai) .
1,"7"00

i➔oo

1,➔00

,z,--),,QO

Since 2 is an ~ 0-lattice, and Lim Ai exists when A1< A2 <
i➔oo

· · ··

<Ai<····

or A1> A 2 > ····>Ai>····, 2 is an ~1-lattice.
Since (2) holds good, by Theorem 5·1 2 is' complete with
respect to the metric a(A, B) =¢(Av B)-9(A f"'I B). Hence, by Theorem
5·2, 2 is a modular continuous lattice which satisfies (iii) of Theorem
5·2, and ¢(A) is completely additive when ¢(A0) = 0, that is, ¢(0) = 0.
(iii)
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